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Scope and content of collection 
Documentary materials of the SS troops and units and materials on pension payments to the German 

military personnel, SS soldiers, and volunteers for foreign legions. Includes correspondence, 
statistics, publications, circular letters, Himmler orders, procedure for the registration of 
marriages and divorces of SS men,  the rules for wearing badges of the NSDAP, correspondence 
with financial department regarding payments of salaries to the volunteers of the SS troops, 
informational bulletins, lists of the SS employees, lists of Latvians serving in SS battalions, 
photographs, correspondence with the branches of the Deutsche Bank in Friedrichshafen, and 
others, the Dresdner Bank in Stuttgart, etc. about receiving money for the issue of pensions to 
retired Germans who lived in Switzerland. 

 
Note: USHMM Archives holds only selected records. 
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Administrative Information  
 
Restrictions on access: No restrictions on access. 
 
Restrictions on reproduction and use:  Reproduction and publication only with written permission of 

the Russian State Military Archives 
 
Preferred citation:  Preferred citation for USHMM archival collections; consult the USHMM website 

for guidance. 
 
Acquisition information: Source of acquisition is the Russian State Military Archive (Rossiĭskiĭ 

gosudarstvennyĭ voennyĭ arkhiv), Osobyi Archive, Fond 1372. The United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum Archives received the filmed collection via the United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum International Archival Programs Division in 2004. 

 
Existence and location of originals: Rossiĭskiĭ gosudarstvennyĭ voennyĭ arkhiv 
 
Related archival materials: Fishman, D. E. and Kupovetsky, M, Kuzelenkov, V. (ed.). Nazi-Looted 

Jewish Archives in Moscow. A guide to Jewish Historical and Cultural Collections in the Russian 
State Military Archive. Scranton: University of Scranton Press 2010. 

 
Processing history: Processed by Aleksandra Borecka, 2018. Finding aid revised by Ron Coleman, 

2019. 
 
 
System of arrangement 
Fond 1372 (1919-1945). Opis 1-6; Dela 22,873. Arranged in six series: 1. Pension and other matters of 

German conscripts and volunteers of the Foreign Legion of the Waffen-SS (1938-1945), 
organized alphabetical order [Opis 1-2]; 2. Documents of the SS administration and the pension 
insurance of the German military, the Members of the SS troops and volunteers of the foreign 
SS troops and their families (1919-1945) [Opis 3]; 3. Pension matters of German conscripts and 
volunteers of the Foreign Legion of the Waffen-SS (1892-1945), organized in alphabetical order 
[Opis 4]; 4. Documents of the SS administration (1932-1945) [Opis 5], formerly Fond 1366; 5. 
Documents of the SS administration and materials for pensions of German conscripts, members 
of the Waffen-SS and volunteers of foreign legions of the Waffen-SS and their families (1907-
1947) [Opis 6]. 

 
Note: Location of digital images; Partial microfilm reels #419-425; 
Reel 419: Image #1172-Reel end; 
Reel 420: Reel start-Reel end; 
Reel 421: Reel start-Reel end; 
Reel 425: Reel start-Image #278. 

 
 
Indexing terms 

Himmler, Heinrich, 1900-1945. 
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Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter-Partei. Schutzstaffel Sicherheitsdienst. 
World War, 1939-1945--Germany--History. 
National socialism--Germany--History--20th century. 
Military Personnel--Germany--History. 
Banks and banking--Germany--History--20th century. 
Germany--Politics and government--1918-1945. 
Germany--History, Military--20th century. 
Germany--Armed Forces--20th century. 
Bulletins. 
Correspondence. 
Orders. 
Photographs. 
Registers. 
Statistics. 

 
 

CONTAINER LIST 
 
Reel 419 
 

Fond 1372, opis 5, dela 
 
9 Orders and orders of Reichsführer SS Himmler, the head of the party office of Bormann, 

authorized by the Goering Nazi four-year plan, the head of the main administration of 
the SS troops, etc. 1937-1943. 110 pp. Folder begins at image 1397 

 
10 Orders and orders of Reichsführer SS Himmler, the head of the party office of Bormann, 

authorized by the Goering Nazi four-year plan, the head of the main administration of 
the SS troops, etc. 1938-1942. 518 pp. Folder begins at image 1548 

 
 
Reel 420 

 
Fond 1372, opis 5, dela 
 
23 Heinrich Himmler's daily work schedule and meeting calendar. 1941-1942. 570 pp. 

Folder begins at image 1 
 
24 Telegrams from Prague on the health of the wounded Heydrich and telegrams of various 

persons to Himmler with expressions of condolences on the death of Heydrich; 
Himmler's mourning speech. 1942. 306 pp. Folder begins at image 582 

 
45 Documents concerning the organization of training for the commanding staff of the SS 

in Munich (Dachau). 1937-1939. 153 pp. Folder begins at image 932 
 
46a Correspondence with the General Directorate of State Security of Germany, the 

command of the security service, and others, about the organization of work in the SS 
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schools for the commanding staff, about the increase in the ranks of the SS, the 
organization of the funeral Heydrich and others. 1937-1942. 215 pp. Folder begins at 
image 1109 

 
 
Reel 421 
  

Fond 1372, opis 5, dela 
 
 46a (Continued from previous reel.) Folder begins at image 1 
 

52 Reports from the training headquarters of the Munich-Dachau SS staff; student lists. 
1939. 108 pp. Folder begins at image 90 

 
55 Correspondence with the General Directorate of Personnel Training of the SS, the 

Ministry of Science, Education and Public Education, orders of Hitler and Himmler and 
others about the training of personnel of the SS, about the social security of policemen 
and SS officers, about the establishment of a medal "For Merit", and related subjects. 
1938-1941. 226 pp. Folder begins at image 202 

 
61 Correspondence with the commanders of the regiments of the SS division "Death’s 

Head" on personnel matters. 1939-1941. 197 pp. Folder begins at image 447 
 
156 Documents concerning the construction in concentration camps at Auschwitz and Lublin 

of various buildings, including disinfection chambers, baths, etc. Includes reports, 
correspondence, construction estimates. 09/26/1941-04.08.1943. 107 pp. Folder begins 
at image 663 

 
157 Documents concerning construction work on a prisoner of war prisoner camp near 

Lublin, including orders, correspondence, and drawings. 04/05/1944-08.08.1942. 52 pp. 
Folder begins at image 782 

 
162 Documents concerning the construction of military enterprises and workshops of the 

Krupp company in the Auschwitz concentration camp, including orders, messages, and 
correspondence. 08/19/1942-17/11/1943. 43 pp. Folder begins at image 905 

 
163 Documents concerning the construction of the assembly shop for the weapons factory 

at the concentration camp Hamburg-Neuengamme, including correspondence, 
construction contract, and drawings. 09.16.1942-09.01.1943. 93 pp. Folder begins at 
image 958 

 
164 Documents concerning the construction in Oświęcim of new buildings for the plant of 

the joint stock company “German defense enterprises,” including orders, 
correspondence, and drawings. 12/03/1942-16.08.1943. 14 pp. Folder begins at image 
1085 

 
178 Orders for the construction of two barracks in Auschwitz: one barracks for prisoners, the 

other for the laboratory. 10.26.1942-01.06.1943. 2 pp. Folder begins at image 1104 
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223 Correspondence with local SS groups, employees of the Directorate and others about 

promotion of SS officers in the ranks, dismissal of employees from the Directorate, 
transfers to the service, conducting classes with officials of the Office of the racial 
program, etc. 1940-1944. 490 pp. Folder begins at image 1111 

 
71 Telegrams to the heads of police and SS stations in the occupied territories of the Baltic 

States, Poland, the Soviet Union; about transfers, appointments and promotions for SS 
troops. 1942. 441 pp. Folder begins at image 1684 

 
 
Reel 422 
 
 Fond 1372, opis 5, dela 
  

71 (Continued from previous reel.) Folder begins at image 1 
 
140 Drawings of camp barracks, garages, stables, canteens and other concentration camps 

Hamburg-Neuengamme. 1942. 17 pp. Folder begins at image 382 
 
Fond 1372, opis 6, dela  
 
6 Orders, correspondence, class plans for cadet schools in Dachau on firing, vacations, 

medical care and other school issues; personal files and lists of students, etc. 1937-1938.  
(Note: Parts of the folder may have been microfilmed incorrectly.) Folder begins at 
image 522 

 
Fond 1372, opis 5, dela 
 
142 Materials about the expansion of the Gross-Rosen concentration camp, including 

orders, memos, photographs, and drawings. 08/22/1941-15.07.1943. 95 pp. Folder 
begins at image 1264 

 
143 Correspondence with the central department of the SS troops and the police of Munich-

Dachau and between departments of the administration on the construction of a 
concentration camp in Dachau; Dachau camp plan. 06/27/1941-31.05.1943. 60 pp. 
Folder begins at image 1392 

 
144 Materials about of the construction and restructuring of various premises on the 

grounds of Dachau - barracks, warehouses, classrooms, etc. Includes correspondence, 
memos, and drawings. 28.06.1941-15.08.1944. 96 pp. Folder begins at image 1470 

 
145 Materials about the construction of barracks for prisoners and the expansion of sewing 

workshops in Dachau. 07/19/1941-08.08.1942. 37 pp. Folder begins at image 1597 
 
148 Materials about construction work on the territory of the SS camp in Oranienburg.  

09/16/1941-30.04.1943. 119 pp. Folder begins at image 1639 
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149 Material about the construction of huts, dugouts and other temporary premises in the 
concentration camps of Ravensbrück, Buchenwald, Dachau, and Sachsenhausen. 
11/10/1939-06.07.1940. 183 pp. Folder begins at image 1797 

 
 
Reel 423 

 
Fond 1372, opis 6, dela 
 
6 Orders, correspondence, class plans for cadet schools in Dachau on firing, vacations, 

medical care and other school issues; personal files and lists of students, etc. 1937-1938. 
1031 pp. (See also previous reel.) Folder begins at image 7 

 
7 Orders, correspondence, class plans for cadet schools in Dachau on firing, vacations, 

medical care and other school issues; personal files and lists of students, etc. 1937-1938. 
271 pp. Folder begins at image 468 

 
8 Orders of the Reichsfuhrer SS on the appointment of commanders to strengthen the 

"Death’s Head" division, promotion of SS men in the service, carrying weapons and 
insignia; Rudolf Hess order on categories of persons entitled to carry firearms; lists of SS 
employees. 1938-1939. 43 pp. Folder begins at image 748 

 
9 The orders of Reichsführer SS Himmler on the personnel of the SS troops, on the 

behavior of military units in Bohemia and Moravia, etc. 1939-1941. 37 pp. Folder begins 
at image 809 

 
11 Orders of Adolf Hitler to the Chief of Staff of the SA on the procedure for imposing and 

enforcing penalties; instruction for SS troops signed by Himmler; 'Disciplinary 
Regulations and Appeals Procedure.' 1934. 26 pp. Folder begins at image 864 

 
12 Correspondence between Sturmbannführer SS Gertel and the departments and officers 

of the SS about the training of court officials; autobiographies sent to study, etc. 1936-
1938. 47 pp. Folder begins at image 894 

 
13 Correspondence of the NSDAP leadership with a local group in Friedrichsgabe about 

awarding the order of K. Tribenbacher (?); circulars, brochures, etc. on the organization 
and conduct of equestrian competitions; lists of students of the SS cadet schools in 
Dachau, Braunschweig, and elsewhere. 1936-1941. 218 pp. Folder begins at image 943 

 
14 Reports on the work of the SS school in Munich-Dachau; lists of students of this school, 

lists and addresses of SD offices in various cities. 1937-1938. 19 pp. Folder begins at 
image 1219 

 
22 Documents on the construction of the Auschwitz concentration camp, including 

correspondence, plans, and drawings. 1941-1942. 280 pp. Folder begins at image 1245 
 
25 Orders, circulars, correspondence with the Reichsfuhrer SS, and others on personnel, on 

the conduct of construction works, etc.; lists of members of the SS 'Deutschland' 
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regiments; Bulletin number of soldiers’ Letters. 1937-1945. 275 pp. Folder begins at 
image 1575 

 
29 Report of the Chief of the Security Police and the SD to the Chief of the General 

Directorate of the SS on Race and Settlement Hoffmann on the transfer to the 
Auschwitz concentration camp from Bulgaria and the results of their examination. 1942. 
31 pp. Folder begins at image 1915 

 
30 Reports of the main SS administration on race and settlement issues about their work; 

certificate of Todt organization and its tasks; correspondence with the management of 
material and pension security of the SS about the direction of the wounded SS men to a 
rest and rehabilitation center, etc. 1939-1940. 554 pp. Folder begins at image 1949 

 
 
Reel 424 
 

Fond 1372, opis 6, dela 
 

30 (Continued from previous reel.) Folder begins at image 7 
 
75a Report of SS Otto Eisel on his work on the promotion of racial theory in the SS forces in 

the period from 10.10.1932 to 1.4.1933. 1933. 10 pp. Folder begins at image 432 
 
80 Issues of the SS-Leitheft journal, the publication of the main SS administration for race 

and settlement issues. 1937-1942. 214 pp. Folder begins at image 451 
 
81 Information bulletins of the SS Headquarters for Race and Settlement Issues, compiled 

from the German and foreign press on internal political and international events. 1936-
1937. 471 pp. Folder begins at image 674 

 
82 Information bulletins of the SS Headquarters for Race and Settlement Issues, compiled 

from the German and foreign press on internal political and international events. 1936. 
210 pp. Folder begins at image 1130 

 
83 Information bulletins of the SS Headquarters for Race and Settlement Issues, compiled 

from the German and foreign press on internal political and international events. 1936. 
298 pp. Folder begins at image 1344 

 
84 Information bulletins of the SS Headquarters for Race and Settlement Issues, compiled 

from the German and foreign press on internal political and international events. 1937. 
168 pp. Folder begins at image 1644 

 
86 The order of the SS departments on personnel; reports of the death of SS soldiers; lists 

of family members of the SS for pensions and benefits. 1941-1945. 157 pp. Folder 
begins at image 1814 

 
 
Reel 425 
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Fond 1372, opis 6, dela 
 
184 Reports of the SS Research and Development Administration on the purposes, methods 

and dissemination of British and American military propaganda abroad, compiled from 
press, radio, film and leaflets. 1942-1943. 195 pp. Folder begins at image 6 

 
187 A copy of an issue of the photo journal Germanische Gemeinschaft. 34 pp. Folder begins 

at image 209 
 


